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IU Enrollments

Instruction for Over 111,000 Students

- ACP/HS: 18,000
- Degree-Seeking: 90,754
- Non-Degree Seeking: 2,824
IU Degree-Seeking Enrollment Trends
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IU Degree-Seeking Enrollment Trends
FALL 2019 FRESHMAN ENROLLMENT
Fall 2019 Freshman Enrollment
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Regional Campuses
IU Transfers & Ivy Tech/VU Enrollments
RETENTION TO THE 2ND YEAR

![Graph showing retention to the 2nd year from 2010 to 2018. The graph includes data for BL, IUPUI, and Regionals, with percentages ranging from 62% to 91%.]
DEGREE COMPLETIONS & GRADUATION RATES

Degree Completions

4 Year Grad. Rates

Fall Semester of Entry
BEGINNER & UG RESIDENCY

![Graph showing Beginner & UG Residency from 2009 to 2019]

- 2009: 79.7%
- 2010: 79.7%
- 2011: 77.9%
- 2012: 77.9%
- 2013: 77.9%
- 2014: 75.1%
- 2015: 75.1%
- 2016: 72.6%
- 2017: 72.6%
- 2018: 72.6%
- 2019: 72.6%

Legend:
- UG
- Beginners
INTERNATIONAL ENROLLMENT

Year | IU BL | IU Total | Natl. New
--- | --- | --- | ---
2013 | 8,416 | 7,640 | 6,327
2014 | 8,905 | 7,640 | 6,534
2015 | 8,905 | 7,640 | 6,534
2016 | 8,905 | 7,640 | 6,534
2017 | 8,905 | 7,640 | 6,534
2018 | 8,905 | 7,640 | 6,534
2019 | 5,432 | 7,640 | 6,534
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

• IU remains a strong option for Hoosiers
  • Largest incoming class, and strong resident numbers
  • IU provides instruction to nearly half of all Hoosiers in public, 4-yr. institutions, and more than any other university

• Growth in diversity reflects the changing composition of the state
  • Record minority representation in number and proportion

• Online remains in growth mode

• Several regional campuses continue to be challenged by the strong economy and increased competition for fewer HS grads.
Questions